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PENAL COMPETENCE OF THE MAJOR
ARCHBISHOP AND THE MAJOR
ARCHIEPISCOPAL SYNOD OF BISHOPS
Biju Varghese Perumayan*
During recent years, various financial and sexual allegations
are heard against Bishops and priests. The so called “pastoral
approach” towards these allegations at the eparchial level and the
consequent cover-ups make people ask whether there is a system
at the supra-eparchial level to handle such complaints. In a Major
Archiepiscopal Church, whom should the people of God approach
when they have complaints regarding the eparchial administration
or the Bishops’ moral conduct? Who is competent to deal with such
complaints? This paper discusses such questions and tries to answer
them by presenting the penal competence of the Major Archbishop
and of the Major Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops.
In a Major Archiepiscopal Church, there is a special
hierarchical arrangement of the three powers of governance legislative, judicial and executive. While in the Latin Church, these
three powers of governance are invested with the same authority in
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general, both at the supreme and episcopal levels, in a Major
Archiepiscopal Church, at the supra-episcopal level, Major
Archbishop is prevalently endowed with the executive authority
whereas the Synod of Bishops generally exercises the legislative
and judicial authority (CCEO cann. 110 and 1062 §1). This special
hierarchical arrangement of powers has its significance also with
regard to the penal competence of the Major Archbishop and of the
Major Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops.
This paper, in its first part, briefly presents the penal competence
of the Major Archbishop and of the Major Archiepiscopal Synod
of Bishops as seen in the Codex Canonum Ecclesiarum
Orientalium (CCEO), especially in its Titles XXVII De
Sanctionibus Poenalibus (cann. 1401-1467) and XXVIII De
Procedura in Poenis Irrogandis (cann. 1468-1487). The penal
competence is presented here under the three moments of the
exercise of penal power, namely, constitution, application and
remission of penalties.
The second part of the paper discusses three topics related to
the penal competence of the Major Archbishop and of the Major
Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops, namely particular penal legislation,
reservation of the cases of the Bishops to the Roman Pontiff and
reservation of delicta graviora to the Apostolic See.
1.

Penal Competence: Constitution, Application and
Remission of Penalties

Penal competence is understood as the legitimate space of
power attributed to subjects in relation to the constitution, application
and remission of penalties. This power is exercised through legislative,
judicial and executive functions. The legislative function constitutes
penalty through new penal laws or adding penal sanctions to the
existing laws. The judicial function applies the penalty through the
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judicial penal process. The executive function constitutes penalty
through penal precept; applies the penalty through the administrative
penal process; and remits the penalty, once it has achieved its scope.1
What competence a Major Archbishop and the Major
Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops do have in the constitution,
application and remission of penalties?
1.1. Constitution of Penalties
The first moment in the exercise of penal power is the
constitution of penalties. In the canonical system there are two ways
of constituting penalties: through penal law and through penal precept.
The legislative authority constitutes penalty through new penal laws
or adding penal sanctions to the existing laws. At the Major
Archiepiscopal level, the Synod of Bishops is the legislative authority.
In the light of CCEO can. 1405, the Synod of Bishops can exercise
four functions in the constitution of penalties within the limits of its
competence:
1. Enact new penal laws: This means that certain behaviour that is
not considered as delict by common law could be regarded so
by a particular law. CCEO has limited to the legislation of the
general penal norms, and it is the duty of the particular Churches
to formulate new penal norms in the light of their disciplinary
tradition and responding to the needs of the time. New penal
laws can mean the constitution of new penalties as well.
2. Attach an appropriate penalty to divine law or an ecclesiastical
law issued by a higher authority: If no penal sanction has been
provided for a certain common law at the moment of its

1

P.V. Pinto, ed., Commento al Codice dei Canoni delle Chiese Orientali, LEV,
Città del Vaticano 2001, 1107.
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promulgation, one may be added afterwards by the particular
legislator as circumstances demand.
3. Add other penalties to those already established by the common
law for some delict: The particular legislator may add other
penalties to those already established by the superior legislator,
when the existing penalties are considered to be insufficient in
the proper context2 or when the delict considered assumes
greater seriousness in the circumstance.3
4. Establish a determinate or obligatory penalty in the place of an
indeterminate or facultative penalty in the common law: Though
the indeterminate penalties allow the judge to apply the most
appropriate penalty considering the circumstances of the person
and the offence, they also weaken the preventive effect of the
penalty and may cause unequal and unjust treatment of the
faithful and lead to arbitrary action by the judge or the superior
who must apply them. The power given to the particular
legislators to establish determinate penalties in the place of
indeterminate ones can be a means to avoid, at least in part,
these difficulties. In this case, the penalty acquires more severity
and deterrent force.
The common law lays certain specific criteria to regulate the
constitution of penalties by the Major Archiepiscopal authority:
1. New penal laws are issued insofar as they are truly necessary
to provide more suitably for ecclesiastical discipline (can. 1405
§1): The new penal laws may be necessitated by a particularly

2

3

J.M. Sanchis, “Can. 1315,” Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law,
Wilson & Lafleur, Montreal 2004, vol. IV/1, 241-243, 243.
Communicationes 8 (1976) 173.
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problematic legal-pastoral situation, like serious violations of
human rights. “In order to judge the appropriateness or
necessity of mandating a penalty for certain behaviour, an
authority may make use of the opinion of consultative bodies
formed at various levels of the ecclesiastical organization.”4
2. The particular penal legislation should be within the limits of
one’s competence: The penal legislative competence of the
Synod of Bishops is within the proper territory of the Church
sui iuris.
3. Insofar as it is possible, particular penal laws should be uniform
in the same territory (can.1405 §3): “While some penal law
diversity might be justified, an expanded discretion might be a
mixed blessing. Notable discrepancies among neighbouring
eparchies in punishing delicts might be ecclesially counter
productive and weaken the effectiveness of the penal system.”5
The canon names explicitly the Major Archbishop together with
the eparchial Bishops responsible for taking care of the
uniformity of penal laws in the same territory. Therefore, the
Major Archbishop has to see the uniformity of particular penal
laws first within his own Church sui iuris, and if there are other
Churches sui iuris in the same territory, consultation with the
Hierarchs of those Churches should be made.
The second means to constitute a penalty is through a precept.
A precept is an administrative act which “directly and legitimately
enjoins a specific person or persons to do or omit something,
4

5

J.M. Sanchis, “Can. 1317,” Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law,
vol. IV/1, 246-247, 247.
T.J. Green, “Can. 1316,” J.P. Beal - J.A. Coriden - T.J. Green, ed., New
Commentary on the Code of Canon Law, Theological Publications in India,
Bangalore 2003, 1537.
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especially in order to urge the observance of the law” (can. 1510
§2, 2°). While a law can be enacted only by a legislator, a precept
can be issued by “those who have executive power of governance
as well as by those who have received such power explicitly or
implicitly by the law itself or by legitimate delegation” (can. 1510
§1). At the Major Archiepiscopal level, the Major Archbishop,
endowed with the executive power, is competent to threaten
determinate penalties through a precept. The penalties enumerated
in can. 1402 §2, such as a deprivation of office, title, insignia or a
suspension for more than one year, demotion to a lower grade,
deposition or major excommunication cannot be threatened through
a precept. The Major Archbishop, however, can threaten even these
penalties by precept with the consent of the Permanent Synod (can.
1406 §1).
1.2. Application of Penalties
The second moment in the exercise of penal power is the
application of penalties. A peculiarity of this moment is that the
competent authority who applies the penalties could be the Hierarch
or the judge, and the process can be administrative or judicial. A
Hierarch applies the penalty through an administrative process while
a judge through judicial process. At the Major Archiepiscopal level,
the application of penalties through an administrative process (can.
1402 §3) is the competence of the Major Archbishop. He is
competent also to receive recourses against the administrative penal
decrees of the eparchial Bishops within the territory of the Major
Archiepiscopal Church. In the light of can.1006, recourse against a
penal decree of the Major Archbishop is made to the special group
of Bishops (Synodal Tribunal). Thus the Synodal Tribunal has certain
penal competence. There is no further recourse against the decision
of this Synodal Tribunal, except by referral to the Roman Pontiff.
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The judicial authority applies penalty through a judicial process.
At the Major Archiepiscopal level, the judicial authority is exercised
by the Synod of Bishops (Superior Tribunal), a special group of
Bishops (Synodal Tribunal) and the Major Archiepiscopal Ordinary
Tribunal. However, the Synod of Bishops and the Synodal Tribunal
have no judicial penal competence. The Major Archiepiscopal
Ordinary Tribunal is competent to judge in first and further grades,
with judges serving in rotation, the penal cases of:
1. Exarchs and delegates of the Major Archbishop who are not
Bishops
2. Persons immediately subject to the Major Archbishop
3. Superiors of institutes of consecrated life of pontifical right
who do not have a superior within the same institute who
possesses judicial power
4. Cases reserved to this tribunal by particular law (can. 1063)
This tribunal is also the appellate tribunal in second and further
grades for the penal cases already decided in the lower tribunals.
According to the Code, whenever a Hierarch has knowledge
of a delict which at least seems true, he is to carefully enquire about
it personally or through a delegate (can. 1468). If the investigation
seems sufficiently instructed, the Hierarch is to decide whether a
procedure for imposing penalties is to be initiated. If he decides
affirmatively, he has to determine whether it is to be dealt with by
way of a penal process or an administrative process (can.1469 §1).
In making the decision, the Hierarch is to consult with the accused
and the promoter of justice. He can also consult with two judges or
other legal experts (can. 1469 §3). At the Major Archiepiscopal
level, it is up to the Major Archbishop to make the above mentioned
choices with regard to the penal cases in which the Major
Archiepiscopal Ordinary Tribunal is competent in the first instance.
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According to the recent Apostolic Letter Vos estis lux mundi
of Pope Francis,6 in a Major Archiepiscopal Church, reports
concerning certain delicts against the sixth commandment of the
Decalogue committed by a Bishop who exercises his office within
the proper territory may be submitted by any person to the Major
Archbishop. Reports regarding cover ups by a Bishop of such delicts
committed by his clerics and religious also shall be submitted by any
person to the Major Archbishop. The Major Archbishop has to
undertake the primary investigation as per the norms delineated in
the Apostolic Letter.
In the context of the application of penalties at the Major
Archiepiscopal level, can. 89 §1 deserves special attention.
According to this canon, “it is the right and obligation of the Major
Archbishop to exercise vigilance according to the norm of law over
all clerics; if it appears that one of them merits punishment, he is to
warn the Hierarch to whom the cleric is immediately subject and, if
the warning is in vain, he himself is to take action against the cleric
according to the norm of law.” The obligation of overseeing the
clergy is primarily the responsibility of the eparchial Bishop (can.
192 §4), who is to see that ecclesiastical discipline is observed
throughout his eparchy. In the light of can. 89 §1, it is the responsibility
of the Major Archbishop to see that the eparchial Bishop fulfils this
obligation of oversight, which includes the application of penalties
to clerics who commit canonical delicts. If the eparchial Bishop fails
to impose a punishment on a cleric, the Major Archbishop can,
after warning the eparchial Bishop in vain, intervene and impose a
penalty upon the cleric according to the norm of law.

6

Pope Francis, Apostolic Letter Vos estis lux mundi, 7 May 2019.
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The canons on Major Archbishop’s vigilance (ius vigilantiae)
in the Code can be grouped into two. In the first group of canons,
the authority who exercises vigilance cannot intervene directly in the
affairs of the eparchy but can only report the abuses to the supreme
authority. For example, according to can. 95 §2, the Major
Archbishop has the duty to see that the eparchial Bishops faithfully
fulfil their pastoral functions. If they gravely transgress in a certain
matter, after having consulted with the permanent synod, unless there
is danger in delay, the Major Archbishop is to warn them; if the
warning does not result in the desired effect, he is to defer the matter
to the Roman Pontiff. Canon 204 §4 also is a concrete expression
of this type of Major Archbishop’s vigilance over the Bishops.
According to this canon, if an eparchial Bishop has been illegitimately
absent for more than six months from his eparchy, the Major
Archbishop is to defer the matter to the Roman Pontiff. This type of
Major Archiepiscopal vigilance can be termed as “vigilance-withreporting”.
In the second group of canons, instead, the Major
Archiepiscopal authority can intervene directly in the affairs of the
eparchy. The case of can. 89 §1 under consideration is an example
of such vigilance. Here the Major Archbishop can, after warning the
eparchial Bishop in vain, intervene and impose a penalty upon the
cleric according to the norm of law. This type of Major Archiepiscopal
vigilance can also be seen in the can. 80, 2° and 4° in relation to the
Metropolitans.7 This type of Major Archiepiscopal supervision can
be termed as “vigilance-with-intervention”. In canonical literature,
7

It is for the Major Archbishop: to supply for the negligence of Metropolitans
according to the norm of law; to warn a Metropolitan who has not appointed a
finance officer according to can. 262 §1; if the warning has been to no avail, to
appoint personally the finance officer.
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authors generally call the first one “vigilance” while the second
“supplementary role”.8
1.3. Remission of Penalties
The third moment in the exercise of penal power is the remission
of penalties. In the canonical penal system, remission of penalties
refers to the cessation of penalties through an administrative act by
a person having the necessary power of jurisdiction.9 The remission
of penalty is an act of executive power in the external forum.10 At
the level of the Major Archiepiscopal Church, the competent
authority to remit penalties is the Major Archbishop.
The general norm on remission of penalties is stated in can.
1419. According to the first paragraph of the canon, “one, who can
dispense from a penal law or can exempt someone from a penal
precept, can also remit the penalty imposed in virtue of the same
law or precept.” Alphonse Borras, in his commentary to the
corresponding canon in CIC/83 (can. 1354 §1), groups the
competent persons included in this paragraph into four categories:
1. Anyone with legislative power to establish penal laws and
anyone who can dispense from those laws. This means, of
course, each legislator with respect to his own laws, keeping
8

9

10

P. Erdö, “Can. 436,” Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law, vol. II/
1, 951-953.
V. De Paolis - D. Cito, Commento al Codice di Diritto Canonico libro VI, Urbaniana
University Press, Città del Vaticano 1999, 257. Other modes of cessation of
penalties such as the death of the delinquent, the abrogation of a penal law (can.
1412 §3), by prescription for a criminal procedure or for an action for the execution
of a penalty, do not require of a specific act of ecclesiastical authority, but they
operate in an automatic way.
W.H. Woestmann, Ecclesiastical Sanctions and the Penal Process: A Commentary
to the Code of Canon Law, St. Paul University, Ottawa 2003, 80.
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in mind that the universal legislator may dispense from
particular laws but particular legislators do not have the power
to dispense from universal penal laws.
2. Anyone with executive power in the external forum to issue a
penal precept
3. Anyone qualified to execute a judgment or decree
4. The superior of the person who imposed the penalty11
In the light of the last three categories, the Major Archbishop
is the competent authority to remit penalties at the Major
Archiepiscopal level. But in the light of the first category, also the
Synod of Bishops, the legislative authority, seems to have the remitting
competence. However, such an interpretation of attributing the
remitting competence to the Synod of Bishops may create confusion.
According to can. 1423 §1, the Synod of Bishops of the Major
Archiepiscopal Church can, by a law issued because of serious
circumstances, reserve the remission of penalties to the Major
Archbishop concerning their subjects having a domicile or quasidomicile within the territorial boundaries of the Church over which
he presides.
2.

Particular Penal Legislation, Reservation of the Cases
of the Bishops and Delicta Graviora

In the background of the above description of the penal
competence of the Major Archbishop and of the Major
Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops, three topics are discussed in this
section, namely, particular penal legislation, reservation of the cases

11

A. Borras, “Can. 1354,” Exegetical Commentary on the Code of Canon Law, vol.
IV/1, 402-405, 402-403.
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of the Bishops to the Roman Pontiff and reservation of delicta
graviora to the Apostolic See.
2.1. Particular Penal Legislation
According to can. 1405, new particular penal laws are to be
issued “insofar as they are truly necessary to provide more suitably
for ecclesiastical discipline.” When a legal interest is penally
unprotected in the common law and carries the danger of serious
violation in the particular Church, or the penalty determined by the
common law is insufficient to protect it effectively in the concrete
context of a particular Church, it should be protected by a particular
penal law.12 Thus, it can be stated that, in general, the common
penal law should occupy with the main offences applicable to all the
Eastern Catholic Churches; the particular penal law with the crimes
that are common to an entire Church sui iuris; and the more particular
law with the delicts found in an eparchy. However, the Eastern
Catholic Churches sui iuris have not given adequate attention to
particular penal legislation.
For example, in the Syro-Malabar Church’s particular law,13
the only article with direct reference to penal sanction is art. 184
that states: “Whenever a parish priest comes to know that a Catholic
party of his parish has contracted marriage with a non-Catholic or a
non-Christian without the required permission or dispensation, he
shall report the matter to the local Hierarch. Ecclesiastical penal
action may be taken against those responsible for the transgression

12

13

J.A. Gòmez, “El sistema penal canonico ante la reforma del C.I.C,” Ius Canonicum
15 (1975) 187-253, 245.
Syro-Malabar Major Archiepiscopal Curia, Code of Particular Law of the SyroMalabar Church, Mount St. Thomas, Kochi 2013.
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and scandal.” In the Syro-Malankara Church’s particular law,14 a
few canons have reference to penal law. According to can. 132, the
parish priest has no right to impose any penal sanction on any member
of the parish. Can. 157 authorizes the itavaka pothuyogam (parish
assembly) to notify the eparchial Bishop of any serious offence on
the part of a member. However, it cannot impose any penal sanction
on a member. “In fact, it seems that the Bishops have made very
little use of the extensive possibilities that the legislator has given
them to exercise the penal function in a more suitable way to their
particular Church.”15 Even those few present particular penal laws
do not complement much to the common law.
Three reasons can be presented here in support of particular
penal laws:
1. The nature of the codification of penal law in the common law:
During the codification of CCEO, the common approach has
been to reduce the ecclesiastical penalties significantly. The
Consultors agreed that “it is necessary to provide to the Eastern
Churches a single penal Code for more important and general
offences, leaving it to the particular Churches the right to
determine the specific penalties for minor offences or specific
of place.”16
2. The special pastoral concerns of each Church sui iuris:
Particular penal laws would be necessitated by a problematic
14

15

16

Syro-Malankara Catholic Major Archiepiscopal Church, The Code of Particular
Canons of the Syro-Malankara Catholic Church, Trivandrum 2012.
V. De Paolis - D. Cito, Le sanzioni nella Chiesa, 75. The authors’ remarks are in
the context of the Latin Church.
Pontifical Council for Legislative Texts, Archivio Commissione CICO, Prot.
1023/74/4, “Relazione sul lavoro svolto dal 18 al 23 Nov. 1974 dal ‘Coetus De
Delictis et Poenis’ per il ‘Coetus Centralis’,” 2.
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legal-pastoral situation, like serious violations of human rights,
theological and disciplinary aberrations among the ecclesiastical
movements, etc. in a specific Church sui iuris.
3. The need for the inculturation of penal law: The common penal
law may provide the general legal frame and each Church sui
iuris can ‘particularize’ it through legislation at the local level.
Canonical delicts and penalties are perceived differently in
various contexts. New meaningful penalties can be constituted
at the Church sui iuris level taking into account the specific
cultural and social attitudes of the people.
However, it should not be forgotten here that there is the
invitation of can. 1405 §3 to the Major Archbishop and the eparchial
Bishops “to take care that penal laws of particular law are uniform
in the same territory”. The Catholic Church in terms of normative
production has a ‘pluri-legislative’ system.17 In the triadic structure
of the Eastern Catholic Churches sui iuris, there are the supreme,
supra-episcopal and eparchial legislative authorities. There should
be harmony among the penal laws at these levels of legislative
competence.
2.2. Reservation of the Cases of the Bishops to the Roman
Pontiff
In CCEO, the adjudication of the cases of the Patriarch/Major
Archbishop and the penal cases of the Bishops are reserved to the
Roman Pontiff (can. 1060). In the first millennium, all these cases
were judged by the patriarchal Synod of Bishops. In the second
millennium, the adjudication of the cases of the Eastern Catholic
Patriarchs and the penal cases of the Bishops were gradually reserved
17

P. Szabó, “Ancora sulla sfera dell’autonomia disciplinare dell’ecclesia sui iuris,”
Folia Canonica 6 (2003) 157-213, 157.
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to the Roman Pontiff. During the codification of CCEO, it was
seriously discussed whether the Synod of Bishops of the patriarchal
Churches should be given the right to judge the Patriarch “in order
to be in harmony with the ancient traditions”.18 Within the Coetus,
there were two opinions with regard to this question. One group of
Consulters argued for the courageous re-affirmation of the tradition.
They presented the following reasons.
1. The synodal principle of the patriarchal Churches must be put
in evidence in the Oriental Code.
2. It conforms to the ancient tradition, and it is required by the
Second Vatican Council (OE 6), by the inaugural discourse of
the Holy Father and by the Directive Principles of the Plenary
Assembly of the Commission.
3. Part 1 of the canon sufficiently reaffirms the right of the Roman
Pontiff, who can always reserve to himself the cases concerning
the Patriarch.19
4. In the text of the canon itself, an embarrassing situation could
be avoided for the Patriarch, in saying that the Synod can
judge him only if the Patriarch himself or the Synod does not
make recourse to the Holy Father.20
Others wished to retain ius vigens, which reserved the
adjudication of the cases of the Patriarch/Major Archbishop to the
Roman Pontiff. This group gave the following reasons.
18

19

20

Nuntia 5 (1977) 11. The English text of the Coetus’ discussion is taken from P.
Pallath, The Synod of Bishops of Catholic Oriental Churches, Mar Thoma Yogam,
Rome 1994, 155-156.
Part 1 referred to here is the revised version of SN can. 15 §1: “ipsius Romani
Pontificis dumtaxat ius est iudicanti personas quarum causas sibi reservat”. Nuntia
5 (1977) 10.
Nuntia 5 (1977) 11.
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1. It does not seem fair that the Pater et Caput of a Church
could be judged by his brothers in the episcopate.
2. It could create fractions and divisions in the Church.
3. It would be a clear diminution of patriarchal power.
4. The ius vigens did not create difficulties in this point and it
was well accepted by the Bishops and faithful of all the
Churches, and it corresponds to the profound respect given
to the Patriarch.21
Based on these arguments, two texts were drafted, which reflect
both the positions held by the Consulters.
1. “Roman Pontiff has the exclusive right to judge Patriarchs,
Major Archbishops, etc….”
2. “The Synod of Bishops judges all cases which refer to the
Patriarch or Major Archbishops unless the Patriarch or Major
Archbishop himself or the Synod refers the matter to the Roman
Pontiff”.22
After a long discussion, the Coetus with seven placet against
three non placet accepted the second text, which affirms the synodal
principle. However, the Coetus Centralis in sessions 7-12 February
1977 found this text unacceptable and imposed on the Coetus De
Processibus a novum examen by a formal motion. After a long
discussion, the Coetus voted again with the same result. The Coetus
Centralis again rejected the text and imposed on the Coetus De
Processibus a new revision.23 The question was later entrusted to a

21
22
23

Nuntia 5 (1977) 11.
Nuntia 5 (1977) 11.
Nuntia 5 (1977) 11-12.
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Special Study Group in January 1982, which reserved, in the end,
all the cases of the Patriarch to the Roman Pontiff.24
Regarding the penal cases of the Bishops, there is a change in
CCEO from the previous legislation. Motu proprio Sollicitudinem
Nostram (SN) can. 17 §1 gave the Patriarch, with the Permanent
Synod, the competence to judge the Bishops in minor criminal cases
and to make the judicial enquiry in major ones, reserving the
judgement in these cases to the Roman Pontiff. It was the desire of
the Codification members that the Patriarchal Synod should become
once more the tribunal for major criminal cases of the Bishops.25
Thus, according to the first draft of can. 1062, the plenary session
of the Synod of Bishops was to have the right to judge Bishops in
penal cases.26 The Coetus thought it was suitable that the Bishops,
who have the Patriarch as superior below the Roman Pontiff, should
not be placed among the persons who are to be judged only by the
Roman Pontiff (SN can. 15, 3) or by the Apostolic Tribunals (SN
can. 16). So the Coetus accordingly revised SN can. 15, in such a
way that the Patriarchal Synod should have the competence to
become the tribunal for all cases of Bishops, major or minor, penal
or contentious, inside the patriarchal territory. However in the end,
all penal cases of the Bishops of the whole Orient have been reserved
to the Supreme Pontiff, as stated in can. 1060 §1, 2°. This change
was made in a special Study Group in January 1982, but it was
made “after having received a directive from higher authority”.27

24
25
26
27

Nuntia 14 (1982) 4.
Nuntia 3 (1976) 23.
Nuntia 5 (1977) 13, can. 8.
Nuntia 14, 4; Cfr. I. ŽuŽek, “The Patriarchal Structure according to the Oriental
Code,” C. Gallagher, ed., The Code of Canons of the Oriental Churches: An
Introduction, Mar Thoma Yogam, Rome 1991, 40-58, 48-49.
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The reservation of the cases of the Major Archbishop and the
penal cases of the Bishops to the Roman Pontiff is pacifically
accepted today among the authors. However, the abandoned draft
of can. 1060, i.e. “the Synod of Bishops judges all cases which
refer to the Patriarch or Major Archbishops, unless the Patriarch or
Major Archbishop himself or the Synod refers the matter to the
Roman Pontiff”28, seems to be in better harmony with the Oriental
tradition and avoids all the fear of fraction among the episcopate
through the possibility of referring the case to the Roman Pontiff.
This text could have been adopted even with regard to the penal
cases of the Bishops. The present norm though it claims to protect
the episcopate from “internal hierarchical rifts”, misses a chance to
promote the collegial responsibility at the Major Archiepiscopal level
in the correction of a brother Bishop. The competence and the
necessity to judge the brother-Bishops would have demanded a
better coherence of life from the part of every Bishop and a better
scrutiny in the selection of episcopal candidates. Reserving the odious
aspects of the potestas coercendi to the Roman Pontiff alone does
not promote a co-responsible exercise of episcopal authority in the
Church and in the ecumenical context, puts the Petrine ministry in a
negative light. The Synod of Bishops should be ready to share this
unpleasant responsibility.29
2.3. Reservation of the Delicta Graviora to the Apostolic
See
Another topic related to the penal competence of the Major

28
29

Nuntia 5 (1977) 11.
The topic is discussed in detail in Biju Varghese Perumayan, “The Competence
to Adjudicate the cases of the Bishops of a Patriarchal/Major Archiepiscopal
Church,” Eastern Legal Thought 16 (2020) 177-204.
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Archbishop and of the Major Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops is
the present reservation of the delicta graviora to the Congregation
for the Doctrine of Faith (CDF). CCEO can. 1152 §2, 1° mention
of delicts reserved to the Apostolic See.30 The Code, however, does
not identify these reserved delicts. On 30th April 2001, Pope John
Paul II issued the motu proprio Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela
(SST), reserving certain delicta graviora to the CDF, and
promulgated the substantive and procedural Normae de
gravioribus delictis.31 SST is addressed “ad totius Catholicae
Ecclesiae Episcopos aliosque Ordinarios et Hierarchas”.
Subsequently, several modifications were made in the Normae.32
On 15th July 2010, the CDF made public a revision of the original
Normae de gravioribus delictis.33
The cases of delicta graviora, while being reserved to the
judicial power of the Roman Pontiff, are allocated directly by law to
the Apostolic Tribunal of the CDF, which acts in the name of the
Roman Pontiff with ordinary power.34 This reservation is explained
mainly on the basis of the gravity of the delicts. The gravity depends
on the goods that the law wants to protect. Therefore, the severity
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None of the canons in the penal law of the Eastern Code explicitly contains the
word Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith, but uses the general term Apostolic
See.
John Paul II, Motu Proprio Sacramentorum Sanctitatis Tutela, 30 April 2001,
AAS 93 (2001), 737-739. English trans.: W.H. Woestmann, Ecclesiastical Sanctions
and the Penal Process, 300-309.
Various modifications were made on 7 November 2002, 7 February 2003, and 14
February 2003. Cfr. W.H. Woestmann, Ecclesiastical Sanctions and the Penal
Process, 314-316.
Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith, Normae de delictis Congregationi pro
Doctrina Fidei reservatis seu Normae de delictis contra fidem necnon de
gravioribus delictis, 21 May 2010, AAS 102 (2010) 419-434.
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of the procedure is proportionate to the goods that the law wants to
defend.35 The gravity of these delicts depends not only on the
objective moral seriousness of the behaviour configured as offence,
but also on the negative ecclesial impact of these delicts, as in the
acts of sacrilege against the Eucharist.36 The reservation of these
delicts to the Apostolic See is explained also as a response to the
negligence of the lower authorities.
In the context of penal law, the reservation of grave delicts to
the CDF has two meanings: on the one hand, what is reserved is the
investigation and prosecution of certain delicts. This reservation does
not preclude lower level authorities such as eparchial Bishops from
investigating and prosecuting these reserved offences, but, when
they do so, they act not in their own names but by special delegation
from and according to special norms issued by the CDF.37 The
reservation of these delicts to the CDF also entails: 1) the right of
the CDF to receive complaints arising from these delicts directly
and to prosecute them itself; 2) the obligation of the local authorities
to inform the CDF of their receipt of a denunciation for one of these
reserved delicts and to keep it apprised of the development of the
case until its conclusion; and 3) the exclusive competence of the
CDF to hear appeals and recourses against decisions of the lower
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M.J. Arroba Conde, Diritto processuale canonico, Ediurcla, Roma 20065,112.
C.J. Scicluna, “Delicta graviora: Ius Processuale,” A. D’Auria - C. Papale, ed., I
delitti riservati alla Congregazione per la Dottrina della Fede, Urbaniana
University Press, Roma 109-128, 109.
B.F. Pighin, Diritto penale canonico, Marcianum Press, Venezia 2008, 76.
Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith, Normae de gravioribus delictis, 15 July
2010, art. 13.
J.P. Beal, “The 1962 Instruction Crimen Sollicitationis: Caught Red-handed or
handed a Red Herring?,” Studia Canonica 41 (2007) 199-236, 202-203.
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tribunals in these cases.38 On the other hand, what is also reserved
to the CDF is the authority to remit the penalties imposed or incurred
as a result of committing one of these reserved delicts.39
The reserved delicts are those against faith and morals, and in
the celebration of the sacraments. The delicts against faith reserved
to the CDF are heresy, apostasy and schism (cann. 1436 -1437).
In these cases, it pertains to the Hierarch to undertake a judicial trial
in the first instance or issue an administrative decree, with due regard
for the right of appeal or recourse to the CDF. Unlike the other
delicta graviora whose remission is reserved to the CDF in the
external forum, the Hierarch retains the power to remit the imposed
major excommunication involving these delicts. In these crimes
against faith, competency normally falls to the Hierarchs but, in light
of the revised Normae, the CDF becomes competent in the case of
an appeal or recourse.40
The procedural norms in cases of the grave delicts committed
against morals and in the celebration of the sacraments are different.
The CDF is the Supreme Apostolic Tribunal for the Latin Church as
well as the Eastern Catholic Churches for the judgment of these
delicts (art. 8 §1). Whenever the Hierarch receives a report of a
grave delict, which has at least the semblance of truth, he is to conduct
a preliminary investigation to ascertain the facts. Once the preliminary
investigation has been completed, the Hierarch is to communicate
the matter to the CDF. The CDF, unless it calls the case to itself due
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J.P. Beal, “The 1962 Instruction Crimen Sollicitationis: Caught Red-handed or
handed a Red Herring?,” 203.
F. Lombardi, “The Significance of the Publication of the new ‘Norms concerning
the most Serious Crimes’,” found on: http://www.vatican.va/resources/
resources_lombardi-nota-norme_en.html.
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to particular circumstances, will direct the Hierarch as to how to
proceed further (art. 16). If further procedure is ordered by the
CDF, the Hierarch is to carry it out with the help of a tribunal following
the norms given by the CDF. The acts of the tribunal are to be sent
to the CDF. An appeal against the sentence of the tribunal is only to
the CDF.
It is clear from the above-described procedure that the Major
Archbishop or the Synod of Bishops do not have any competence
or role in dealing with the delicta graviora of the clerics of their
Church sui iuris.41 With regard to the procedural norms of delicta
graviora G. Nedungatt comments: “It is to be asked if in applying
the same procedural norms to the Latin Church and the Eastern
Catholic Churches, the Conciliar directive regarding the prerogatives
of the Eastern Patriarchs (OE 9) has been duly observed.”42
Authors consider that this present legislation regarding delicta
graviora is a case of emergency and an extraordinary measure.
Once the emergency passes, there should be more stable legislation,
where the present reservation of competence could be reorganized,
recognizing the due place to the Eastern supra-episcopal authorities.43
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Major Archbishop may have some role, as the Hierarch of his eparchy and as the
Hierarch of those who directly depend on him.
This remark is found as an editorial addition in the last part of the article by C.G.
Fürst, “Penal Sanctions in the Church,” Nedungatt, G., ed., A Guide to the Eastern
Code (Kanonika 10), PIO, Rome 2002, 787-800, 799.
An article by the author in the next volume of Iustitia titled “From Reservation
to Vigilance: A Possible Step in dealing with the Delicta Graviora” discusses the
possibility of a gradual transition from the system of reservation to the system
of vigilance in dealing with the delicta graviora. The proposed system of vigilance
recognizes the penal competence of the Eastern supra-episcopal authorities in
dealing with the delicta graviora of their clerics.
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Conclusion
The presentation of the penal competence of the Major
Archbishop and of the Major Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops
under the three moments of penal law, namely constitution, application
and remission of penalties, helps to understand the novelties of CCEO
in this regard. CCEO grants ample penal legislative power to the
Major Archiepiscopal Synod of Bishops. Pastoral and disciplinary
problems that are common to a Major Archiepiscopal Church
necessitate proper penal legislation at the Synodal level. In the context
of the application of penalties, it is important for those who are in
authority to know the extent and limits of their juridical competence.
This helps the authority to respect the principle of subsidiarity in the
hierarchical structure as well as to fulfil proper responsibilities in a
better way. The principle of subsidiarity involves dimensions of
autonomy expressing respect from the part of the higher authority
for the autonomy of the lower ones and of subsidium extending
help by the higher authority to the lower ones. CCEO can. 89 §1 on
ius vigilantiae of the Major Archbishop deserves special attention.
In the present context of penal law, where Bishops are accused
mainly for their negligence in adopting penal measures towards their
priests, the right and duty of Major Archiepiscopal vigilance over
the clerics is to be taken seriously.
People may not be particularly scandalized by the crimes of
priests and Bishops. But many are scandalized seeing how the
Church handles the allegations against her priests and Bishops. A
correct understanding of the penal system in the Church and a proper
exercise of the penal competence in the Church by the concerned
authorities will surely contribute towards better evangelization.

